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ACROSS
Keep mum's shaved lamb in green container 
(4,2)

1

Worthless dog, bitten by sow, should be 
locked up (7)

5

Leader of orchestra, wearing outfit, allowed 
to famous opera (9)

10

It was built to shoot a downhill runner (5)11
Head to nightclub and treat broken jaw (6)12
Clown, troubled, is set upon (8)13
Participants in sex, especially old lovers (4)15
Organised meeting, held by cardinal say, is 
classified (10)

16

Disciplinarian is to inquire about unsettled 
matters? Just the opposite! (10)

19

Penalise superior (4)20
Shut up about a tense adolescent (8)23
Source of bread, perhaps, not initially 
admitted by bread supplier (6)

25

Men playing no part in removing perverted 
sign (5)

27

Powerful copper laid into the woman with a 
thin build (9)

28

Cat, sailing back with reasonable load, 
reduces speed (5,2)

29

DNA taken from contaminated scene of 
deadly sin is revealing (6)

30

DOWN
Peculiar thing used in not so great delicacy 
(9)

2

Little time left to clear up liquid (6)3
Regret heartless devotion? (4)4
Small springs, covered in lubricant, may be 
grubby (10)

5

Variety of local wine is seized (8)6
Magnificent feast for the most part (5)7
Right identification listed in legal document 
is treated with contempt (7)

8

Bang bell forged in iron (6)9
Leading member of college distributed porn -
is she withholding material? (10)

14

Country person, featuring in the commercial, 
is a whistler (9)

17

Returned book is about relating to feelings 
(8)

18

People who steal this should be framing first 
mate (7)

19

Make a mistake with joiner's task (6)21
Pus mostly formed in middle of ghastly spot 
(6)

22

Games mascot hurt one heading to Olympics 
(5)

24

Depressing fellow leaving Germany in 
turmoil (4)
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